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Many-body density matrices for free fermions

Siew-Ann Cheong and Christopher L. Henley
Laboratory of Atomic and Solid State Physics, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York 14853-2501, USA

~Received 6 February 2003; published 27 February 2004!

Building upon an analytical technique introduced by Chung and Peschel@Phys. Rev. B64, 064412~2001!#,
we calculated the many-body density matrixrB of a finite block ofB sites within an infinite system of free
spinless fermions in arbitrary dimensions. In terms of the block Green function matrixG ~whose elements are
Gī j5^ci

†cj&, whereci
† andcj are fermion creation and annihilation operators acting on sitesi and j within the

block, respectively!, the density matrix can be written asrB5det(12G)exp„( i j @ ln G(12G)21# i j ci
†cj…. Our

results suggest that Hilbert space truncation schemes should retain the states created by a subset of theci
†’s ~in

any combination!, rather than selecting eigenvectors ofrB independently based on the eigenvalue.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.69.075111 PACS number~s!: 71.10.Fd, 02.70.2c, 02.90.1p, 05.10.Cc
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I. INTRODUCTION

Exact solutions are hard to come by in many-body pr
lems, and every so often we have to resort to numer
solutions. The traditional approaches, applied to finite s
tems, are exact diagonalization and quantum Monte Ca
For quantum lattice models of fermions, the former is co
strained by the size of the Hilbert space, which grows ex
nentially with the number of sites, while the latter is plagu
by the ‘‘minus-sign problem.’’ For quantum lattice models
bosons, the Hilbert space is infinite dimensional even
finite systems. In either case, because of the enormous c
putational complexity involved, there is no hope of getting
the thermodynamic limit of infinite system size. In view
these difficulties, one then hopes for the next best thi
approximate solutions that capture the essence of the p
ics.

This is where renormalization group~RG! approaches
come in. In such approaches1–11 to the approximate solution
of otherwise intractable problems, the size of the Hilb
space is kept in check by aggressive truncation, with
hope that the small number of states kept will reproduce
more important features of the physics. Whatever the
scheme, ultimately its success will lie in how the truncati
is done. Since the quantum-mechanical state of a block
bedded in a larger system must in general be described
density matrix, it is therefore natural to use it to guide t
truncations.

With the goal of understanding the structure and spect
of the density matrix, and their implications on RG trunc
tion schemes in mind, Peschelet al. calculated exactly the
half-chain density matrix for several models.12–14For a chain
of coupled harmonic oscillators and spinless Bogoliubov f
mions, they found that the half-chain density matrices can
expressed exactly as the exponential of a pseu
Hamiltonian, whose spectrum is generated by a set of in
pendent bosonic and fermionic operators, respectively
this paper, we pursue their analysis further for a system
free spinless fermions to obtain a closed-form formula re
ing the density matrixrB of a subsystem and the subsyste
Green function matrixG ~to be defined in Sec. II C!.

The organization of the paper will be as follows: we w
start Sec. II by reviewing the density-matrix formulation
0163-1829/2004/69~7!/075111~12!/$22.50 69 0751
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quantum mechanics, and how the density matrixrB of a
subsystem can be obtained from the density matrixr0 of the
overall system. Following this, we will describe an altern
tive approach to calculating the density matrix elements
expectations of referencing operators. We shall show that
real-space structure, and the strong signs that point t
closed-form expression forrB , is most readily discerned
within this alternative formulation. Then, in Sec. III, we d
rive this closed-form expression forrB in terms of the sub-
system Green function matrixG by adapting the technique
put forward by Chung and Peschel.14 The existence of such a
relation betweenrB and G tells us thatrB is completely
determined by its 0- and 1-particle sectors. We discuss
implications of this in Sec. IV, where we illustrate how th
eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the (F.1) sectors ofrB can
be constructed out of the eigenvectors and eigenvalues o
1-particle sector. We also show how symmetries of
Hamiltonian that are realized inrB affect the pattern of de-
generacies in the eigenvalues of these sectors, an unders
ing of which is important in formulating a consistent trunc
tion scheme.

II. DENSITY MATRIX OF A FINITE BLOCK

In this section, we first review the density-matrix notio
that will be used throughout this paper. Following this w
develop the first of our two paths to calculate the dens
matrix rB for a particular block within a large system o
noninteracting fermions. By analyzing the index structure
the matrices involved, we arrived at a conjecture for
closed-form expression for the 1-particle sector of the blo
density matrixrB in terms of the block Green function ma
trix G.

A. Density-matrix formulation of quantum mechanics

In quantum mechanics one distinguishes betweenpure
states, which occur, for example, atT50 when the system is
totally decoupled from the rest of the universe, andmixed
states, which occur, for example, atT.0 when the system is
in thermodynamic equilibrium with the rest of the univers
A pure state can be described by a wave functionuC& in the
usual formulation of quantum mechanics, whereas a mi
©2004 The American Physical Society11-1
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state cannot. Both types of states are treated on equal foo
in the density-matrix formulation of quantum mechanics,
which the state of a system is described by a density ma
r0 ~see, for example, Ref. 15!. In this formulation of quan-
tum mechanics, the expectation of an operatorA in a state
described byr0 is given by

^A&5Tr~r0A!. ~2.1!

If the state so described is pure, i.e., given in the usual
mulation by the wave function uC&, so that ^A&
5^CuAuC&, then it is clear thatr05uC&^Cu.

In this paper, we shall be mainly interested in a fin
subsystem ofB sites, which we call theblock, embedded
within a larger system ofN sites, with periodic boundary
conditions ind dimensions. The latter can then be taken
the thermodynamic limit of infinite number of sites, i.e.,N
→`. The system minus the block is called theenvironment
of the block. If the overall system is known to be in a pu
stateuC&, then in general the quantum-mechanical state
the block cannot be described by a pure state wave func
Instead, the mixed state of the block must be described
block density matrixrB ~see arguments in Ref. 16!, so de-
fined that

^A&5Tr~rBA!, ~2.2!

if the operatorA acts entirely within the block.
There are two useful formulas to relate the block dens

matrix rB to the density matrixr0 of the entire system. The
first formula, which we will use in Sec. III, follows from
Eqs. ~2.1! and ~2.2!. Using the subscriptsB and E, respec-
tively, to make the trace over the degrees of freedom ass
ated with the block and its environment more explicit, w
can rewrite Eq.~2.1! as

^A&5Tr~r0A!5TrB,E~r0A!. ~2.3!

Since A does not act on the environment, we can trivia
trace over environmental degrees of freedom to get

^A&5TrB$@TrE~r0!#A%. ~2.4!

Comparing this with Eq.~2.2!, we find a consistent expecta
tion for A whether it is taken over the entire system or ju
over the block, if the block density matrix is defined as

rB5TrE~r0!. ~2.5!

The second formula forrB allows us to write down its
matrix elements explicitly when the overall system is in
pure state. To arrive at this formula, let us first note that a
pure state of the overall system can be written asuC&
5(bub&ueb&, where ub& is a complete orthonormal~many-
body! basis for the block andueb& is the~unnormalized! state
of the environment associated with the stateub& on the block.
Using this form foruC& in Eq. ~2.1!, we find that

^A&5 (
b,b8

^ebu^buAub8&ueb8&5TrB~rBA! ~2.6!

if the block density matrixrB is defined such that
07511
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~rB!b8b5^ebueb8&, ~2.7!

i.e., the matrix element ofrB betweenub& and ub8& is none
other than the overlap between their associated environm
tal statesueb& and ueb8&.

B. Free spinless fermions

Let us now apply Eq.~2.7! to calculate the block density
matrix from the ground state of a ring ofN→` free spinless
fermions, the simplest realization of which is described b
translationally invariant Hamiltonian with nearest-neighb
hopping

H52t(̂
i j &

~ci
†cj1cj

†ci !, ~2.8!

where ci and ci
† are the fermion annihilation and creatio

operators acting on sitei, and^ i j & runs once over each pa
of neighbor sites.

The Hamiltonian given in Eq.~2.8! is diagonal in momen-
tum space, and can be written as

H5(
k

ekc̃k
†c̃k . ~2.9!

Here

c̃k[N21/2(
j

cje
ik•r j ,

c̃k
†[N21/2(

j
cj

†e2 ik•r j ~2.10!

are the momentum space annihilation and creation opera
r i is the position of sitei, andek the single-particle energy
associated with wave vectork. The ground state of such
system is just a Fermi sea,

uCF&5 )
kfilled

c̃k
†u0&, ~2.11!

where u0& is the vacuum and the product is over the wa
vectors inside the Fermi surface.

As noted in Eq.~2.7!, when the ground-state wave func
tion is written asuCF&5(bub&ueb&, the block density-matrix
elements are (rB)b8b5^ebueb8&. When dealing with a finite
block and an infinite environment, it makes no sense
evaluate these environmental overlaps by first calcula
ueb& andueb8&. Instead, we find that it is possible to evalua
such environmental overlaps with the help of operator pr
ucts that are defined entirely within the block. To do so,
us first write the many-body statesub& on the block in the
occupation number representation asub&5un1

bn2
b
•••nB

b&,
where nj

b50 or 1 depending on whether the sitej on the
block is empty or occupied in the stateub&. We then define
the referencing operators

Kb5)
j 51

B

@nj
bcj1~12nj

b!cjcj
†#, ~2.12!
1-2
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such that the effect ofKb acting on a stateub8& is Kbub8&
5dbb8u0&B , whereu0&B is the reference statefor which all
sites on the block are empty. LettingKb act on uCF& gives
KbuCF&5(b9Kbub9&ueb9&5u0&Bueb&. Hence, in terms of the
operatorsKb and their conjugatesKb

† , the density-matrix
elements are found to be

~rB!b8b5^ebueb8&5^CFuKb
†Kb8uCF&5^Kb

†Kb8&. ~2.13!

From the way the operatorsKb are defined, we know tha
rB is real and symmetric. Furthermore, (rB)b8b vanishes if
the statesub& and ub8& do not contain the same number
fermions F. Consequently, the nonzero matrix elements
rB are found in a total of (B11) submatrices along th
diagonal, corresponding to the variousF-particle sectors, for
F50,1, . . . ,B. We shall call such submatricesrB,F , and
their eigenvalues thedensity-matrix weights wB,F,l , where
l 51, . . . ,rank(rB,F).

C. Conjecture based on index structure

In general, for a block ofB sites, there are a total of 2BKb
operators we need to write down explicitly to calculate t
;2B density-matrix elements. For large blocks, this is e
tremely tedious and has to be automated~see Appendix A!,
but for small blocks, it is not difficult to work out exac
expressions for (rB)b8b in terms of the 2n-point functions:

Gī j[^ci
†cj&, ~2.14a!

Gī j̄ kl5^ci
†cj

†ckcl&5~21!2(221)/2UGī k Gī l

Gj̄ k Gj̄ l
U, ~2.14b!

Gī j̄ k̄lmn[^ci
†cj

†ck
†clcmcn&

5~21!3(321)/2UGī l Gī m Gī n

Gj̄ l Gj̄ m Gj̄ n

Gk̄l Gk̄m Gk̄n

U , ~2.14c!

and so forth, wherei , j ,k,l , . . . 51, . . . ,B are sites on the
block. As shown explicitly above, the 2n-point functions
Gī 1••• ī n j 1••• j n

Wick factorize into sums of products o

2-point functionsGī j for our noninteracting system, with a
overall fermion factor of (21)n(n21)/2.

At this point let us note that since the 2-point functio
Gī j are labeled by two indices, it is convenient to organ
them into asystem Green function matrixG given by

G53
G1̄1 ••• G1̄B G1̄B11 ••• G1̄N

G2̄1 ••• G2̄B G2̄B11 ••• G2̄N

A � A A � A

GB̄1 ••• GB̄B GB̄B11 ••• GB̄N

GB111 ••• GB11B GB11B11 ••• GB11N

A � A A � A

GN̄1 ••• GN̄B GN̄B11 ••• GN̄N

4 ,

~2.15!
of which
07511
f

-

e

G5F G1̄1 G1̄2 ••• G1̄B

G2̄1 G2̄2 ••• G2̄B

A A � A

GB̄1 GB̄2 ••• GB̄B

G ~2.16!

is its restriction to the block. We call G the block Green
function matrix. As a result of the translational invariance
H, G is also translationally invariant. In real space, th
means that its matrix elementsGi j 5Gī j5^ci

†cj& are func-
tions only ofr i2r j . WhenG is restricted to the block to give
G, however, this translational invariance is lost due to
fact that the presence of a block in the system allows
unambiguous definition of the origin.

Anyway, from Eqs.~2.12! and ~2.13!, we see on the one
hand that (rB)bb8 can be written as sums of 2n-point
functions—which themselves factor into sums of products
2-point functions—and so we find that (rB)bb8 are all func-
tions of Gk̄l . On the other hand, the 1-particle sector ofrB
contains matrix elements (rB)bb8 connecting the statesub&
and ub8&, which contain one particle each at sites, sayi and
j, respectively. Therefore, the matrix elements withinrB,1
may be indexed usingi and j instead ofb andb8. Diligently
writing down the polynomial expressions

~rB,1! i j 5 (
k1 ,l 1

B

a i j ;k1l 1
(1) Gk̄1l 1

1 (
k1 ,k2 ,
l 1 ,l 2

B

a i j ;k1k2l 1l 2
(2) Gk̄1l 1

Gk̄2l 2

1•••1 (
k1 , . . . ,kB ,
l 1 , . . . ,l B

B

a i j ;k1•••kBl 1••• l B
(B) Gk̄1l 1

3•••

3Gk̄Bl B
, ~2.17!

we find that~a! the coefficientsa i j ;k1 , . . . ,knl 1 , . . . ,l n
(n) are inde-

pendent ofi and j; and ~b! indices other thani and j always
appear in pairs, as if they are summed over.

Exhaustively comparing the matrix elements ofrB,1 and
powers ofG for 2<B<5, we find that

rB,15G1G22GTr~G!1G32G2Tr~G!2
1

2
$Tr~G2!

2@Tr~G!#2%G1G42G3Tr~G!2
1

2
$Tr~G2!

2@Tr~G!#2%G22H 1

3
Tr~G3!2

1

2
Tr~G!Tr~G2!

1
1

6
@Tr~G!3#J G1•••. ~2.18!

What is most fascinating about this series is that forB52,
Eqs.~2.12! and~2.13! tell us thatrB,1 can be at mostO(G2),
since its matrix elements never contain terms with more t
two creation and annihilation operators each. Yet Eq.~2.18!
is perfectly valid forB52 because terms higher order inG
vanish. ForB53 and B54, we find similarly that terms
higher order thanO(G3) andO(G4) vanish, respectively. If
1-3
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we conjecture that Eq.~2.18! gives the leading terms to a
infinite series that holds true for allB.5, then we can fac-
torize it into

rB,15~G1G21G31••• !

3expF2TrS G1
1

2
G21

1

3
G31••• D G . ~2.19!

Noting that the series inside the trace is just2 ln(12G), Eq.
~2.19! can be compactly written as

rB,15G~12G!21det~12G!. ~2.20!

III. DERIVATION AND PROPERTIES OF rB

In passing from Eq.~2.18! to Eq. ~2.20!, a leap of faith
was required, and it would appear forbiddingly difficult
actually prove Eq.~2.20! for arbitrary block sizesB, by the
algebraic manipulations used in Sec. II C. Fortunately,
alternate technique introduced by Chung and Peschel14 can
be adapted and extended for calculating the density matri
a finite block, although it comes with its own set of technic
difficulties. It turns out that if the whole system were in th
Fermi sea ground state, the derivation would require the
version of singular matrices. In the end, the singularities
cancel and give a well-defined answer, but a regularizatio
needed to avoid divergences in the intermediate steps.
most natural way to do so would be to generalize our pr
lem to nonzero temperature, in which case the limitT→0
then provides the needed regularization.19

In essence, the calculations are just that of evaluatin
Gaussian integral with the usual shift in integration variabl
However, because we are dealing with fermions, whose
ation and annihilation operators anticommute rather t
commute, additional machinery is needed to accomplish
feat of Gaussian integration. After casting the system den
matrix r0 as a Gaussian of the fermion operators, we int
duce fermionic coherent states with the aid of anticommut
Grassmann variables. The matrix elements ofr0 between
such coherent states, obtained via a translation machin
are similarly of Gaussian form, but are now easier to han
A Gaussian integration over the environmental degrees
freedom then yields elements of the block density matrixrB ,
following which reverse translation givesrB proper.

A. Exponential form for r0

To get the calculations underway, we consider the gra
canonicalT.0 density matrixr0 of the overall system tha
the block is embedded in. As always, this is given by

r05Q 21exp@2b~H2mF !#, ~3.1!

where b[1/kBT, m is the chemical potential, andF
[(kc̃k

†c̃k5( ici
†ci is the fermion number operator. The pre

actor Q 21 in Eq. ~3.1! is just the reciprocal of the gran
partition function to ensure that Tr(r0)51.

The notations can be made more compact if we introd

the matricesG and its Fourier transformG̃, such that
07511
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r05Q 21expS (
i , j

G i j ci
†cj D 5Q 21expS (

k
G̃kkc̃k

†c̃kD ,

~3.2!

where we have made use of the fact thatH2mF, and hence

G̃ is diagonal in momentum space. The matrix elements oG
can be read off from Eq.~2.8! as

G i j 5H bm if i 5 j

bt if i and j are nearest neighbors

0 otherwise,

~3.3!

while those ofG̃ can be read off from Eq.~2.9! as

G̃kk52bEk , ~3.4!

where Ek[ek2m is the single-particle energy measure
relative tom.

In order to prove our conjecture~2.20!, it is clear that we
need to somehow relateG to G. To do this, let us note tha
sinceG is translationally invariant, its Fourier transformG̃ is
diagonal in momentum space, with matrix elements given
the grand-canonical ensemble as

G̃kk5^c̃k
†c̃k&5

1

expbEk11
, ~3.5!

observing which we find that

G̃kk5exp~ G̃kk!@exp~ G̃kk!11#21. ~3.6!

But since bothG̃ and G̃ are diagonal matrices, we have th
relation

eG̃5G̃~12G̃!21, ~3.7!

whereeG̃ is the matrix exponential ofG̃.
Of course,G andG̃ correspond merely to the matrix of th

same Hilbert space operator evaluated in two different ba

and the same is true ofG andG̃. As such, the matrix relation

~3.7! betweeneG̃ and G̃ holds true foreG andG as well, i.e.,
we have

eG5G~12G!21. ~3.8!

B. Key formulas involving Grassmann variables

In the next stage of our derivations, we need to make
of Grassmann variables. These are anticommutingc numbers
familiar in the context of field theory~see, for example, Ref
17!. If j i andj j are Grassmann variables, whereiÞ j , then
we havej ij j52j jj i andj i

2505j j
2 . The purpose of intro-

ducing these is to define the fermionic coherent states

uj&5uj1j2 . . . jN&5expS 2(
i 51

N

j ici
†D u0&, ~3.9!

which are eigenstates of the fermion annihilation operato
i.e.,ci uj&52j i uj&. The value of coherent states in general
1-4
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that one can replace the manipulation of noncommuting
erators by the manipulation ofc-number matrix elements. In
the present case of fermions, anticommuting operators
be made to commute by the insertion of Grassmann co
cients.

There are three key formulas involving Grassmann al
bra that we need for the derivations in this section. The fi
involves the matrix element of an exponentiated bilinear
erator exp((i,jGijci

†cj) between fermionic coherent statesuj&
and uj8&, given by

K jUexpS (
i , j

G i j ci
†cj D Uj8L 5expF(

i , j
~eG! i j j i* j j8G ,

~3.10!

where eG is the exponential of the matrixG. The second
formula expresses the trace of an operatorA as a Grassmann
integral over its coherent-state matrix elements as

Tr~A!5E )
i

dj i* dj ie
2(

i
j i* j i^2juAuj&. ~3.11!

The third formula that we would need is the Gaussian in
gral over Grassmann variables,

E )
i

dj i* dj ie(j ,k j j* Ajkjk5detA. ~3.12!

The strategy then would be to evaluate the matrix e
ments ofr0 in Eq. ~3.2! using Eq.~3.10!, follow the prescrip-
tion in Eq. ~2.5! where we trace over the environmental d
grees of freedom using Eq.~3.11!, and then use Eq.~3.10! in
reverse to recoverrB from its coherent-state matrix ele
ments. Before we do so, let us first tidy up the notations
relabeling the coherent states as

ujh&5uj1•••jB ;h1•••hN2B&

5expS 2(
i 51

B

j ici
†2 (

j 51

N2B

h j cj
†D u0&, ~3.13!

where j5$j1 , . . . ,jB% are Grassmann coordinates asso
ated with sites on the block, andh5$h1 , . . . ,hN2B% are
Grassmann coordinates associated with sites in the env
ment.

C. Matrix block form

Seeing thatr0 is written in Eq.~3.2! as the exponential o
a quadratic form with coefficient matrixG, we make use of
Eq. ~3.10! to write down its matrix element between th
fermionic coherent statesujh& and uj8h8& as a Gaussian in
Grassmann variables:

^jhur0uj8h8&5Q 21expF ~j* h* !eGS j8

h8
D G . ~3.14!

Our task now is to derive the matrix elements ofrB in the
same Gaussian form, after tracing out the environment.
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To find the matrix elementŝjurBuj8& of the density ma-
trix rB on the block ofB sites, we use Eq.~3.11! and perform
a partial trace over the environment to give

^jurBuj8&5E dh* dh e2h* 1h^j 2hur0uj8h&

5Q 21 E dh* dh3expF ~j* 2h* !S 0 0

0 1D S j8

h
D G

3expF ~j* 2h* !eGS j8

h
D G

5Q 21 e2j* 1j8 E dh* dh

3expF ~j* 2h* !~11eG!S j8

h
D G . ~3.15!

Following this we must express these matrix elements i
form that would allow us to trace over the environment.
do so, let us first write (11eG) in matrix block form as

11eG5F A B

BT CG , ~3.16!

whereA is theB3B block submatrix, obtained by restricting
the indicesi and j of (11eG) in coordinate space to rang
only over sites on the block,C is the (N2B)3(N2B) en-
vironment submatrix, obtained by restricting the indicesi and
j of (11eG) to range only over sites in the environment, a
B is theB3(N2B) decoherence submatrixof (11eG), ob-
tained by restricting the row index to range only over sites
the block and the column index to range only over sites
the environment.

D. Tracing down r0

With Eqs. ~3.15! and ~3.16!, the block density-matrix el-
ements can then be written as

^jurBuj8&5Q 21 ej* (A21)j8E dh* dh ej* Bh2h* BTj82h* Ch.

~3.17!

Here we have made use of the fact that since the Grassm
variables occur quadratically in each term in the exponen
they commute with one another and we may thus factor
exponential as if it is an exponential ofc numbers.

By performing a shift of the integration variablesh and
h* , and then evaluating the Grassmann Gaussian inte
using Eq.~3.12!, we find that

^jurBuj8&5Q 21detC ej* [A212BC21BT] j8, ~3.18!

which parallels Eq.~14! in Ref. 14. From Eq.~3.18!, we see
that the expression for^jurBuj8& involves only the Grassman
coordinatesj i andj i8 associated with sites on the block. Th
is good. But it also involves the decoherence submatrixB as
well as the environment submatrixC, with the latter appear-
ing both in the exponential and in the normalization consta
1-5
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These matrices have indices that range over sites outsid
block, which we are supposed to have traced out and go
over with.

Indeed, this must have been successfully done, sincA
212BC21BT is a B3B matrix whose indices range onl
over sites on the block. In fact, using Eq.~B5! in Appendix
B, we can express this matrix entirely in terms of subma
ces on the block, and write Eq.~3.18! as

^jurBuj8&5Q 21detCej* [D2121] j8, ~3.19!

whereD is the block submatrix of (11eG)21, obtained by
restricting its indices to range only over sites on the blo
This leaves only the detC in the normalization that we hav
to deal with.

To expressQ 21detC in terms of submatrices whose in
dices range only over sites on the block, we make use of
fact that

Tr~rB!515E dj* dj e2j* 1j^ÀjurBuj&

5Q 21detC E dj* dj e2j* D21j

5Q 21detC detD21, ~3.20!

which means that

Q 21detC5detD. ~3.21!

With this we have succeeded in writing down a Gauss
form for the coherent-state matrix elements ofrB involving
only degrees of freedom on the block. Using the translat
machinery provided by Eq.~3.10!, we then establish the ex
ponentiated form

rB5detD expH(
i , j

@ ln~D2121!# i j ci
†cj J ~3.22!

of Chung and Peschel.
At this point, let us remark that the above formula forrB

is of no practical use, if to find the matrixD, we actually
have to evaluate the matrix (11eG), whose indices run ove
the entire system, take its inverse (11eG)21, and then from
this identify the block submatrixD. This is essentially wha
was done in Ref. 14, where the matrix parallel toD2121
was computed numerically, for the case of an environm
equal in size to the block. For our problem, identifyingA
2BC21BT asD21 with the aid of our analytic relation~B5!
allows us to work with arbitrary, even infinite, environme
sizes.

Furthermore, armed with the relationship~3.8! obtained in
Sec. III A, we can find the normalization and matrix of c
efficients appearing in Eq.~3.19! in terms of the block Green
function matrixG. From

11eG511G~12G!215~12G!21 ~3.23!

we see thatD is just (12G) restricted to the block, i.e.,D
512G, and consequently,D215(12G)21. With this, the
07511
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normalization constant forrB can be written as detD
5det(12G). For the matrix of coefficients (D2121) in the
exponential, we see that

D21215~12G!21215G~12G!21. ~3.24!

With this substitution, the matrix elements ofrB now read as

^jurBuj8&5det~12G!exp@j* G~12G!21j8# ~3.25!

so that, after using Eq.~3.10! in reverse translation, we ca
read off the operator form ofrB as

rB5det~12G! expH(
i j

@ ln G~12G!21# i j ci
†cj J .

~3.26!

In a suitable basis diagonalizing lnG(12G)21, this becomes

rB5det~12G! expF2(
l

w l f l
†f l G , ~3.27!

where thef l ’s are linear combinations ofcj ’s, andw l is the
associated pseudoenergy@see Eq.~3.33! for definition#. With
Eq. ~3.27!, we see that to findrB , we need only calculate the
B3B block Green function matrixG from the ground-state
wave function with the aid of operators local to the bloc
and diagonalize it to determinef l and subsequentlyw l .

To connect this with the results that we obtained in S
II C, let us evaluate the matrix elements for the 0- a
1-particle sectors ofrB . Taylor expanding the exponential i
Eq. ~3.27! gives us

rB5det~12G!)
l

@11~e2w l21! f l
†f l #, ~3.28!

and so we see that the 0-particle sector is given by

rB,05 B^0urBu0&B5det~12G!, ~3.29!

while in the basis diagonalizingrB , the matrix elements in
the 1-particle sector are given by

B^0u f lrB,1f l
†u0&B5det~12G!F B^0u f l1f l

†u0&B

1(
l 8

~e2w l 821! B^0u f l f l 8
† f l 8 f l

†u0&BG
5det~12G! e2w l

5det~12G! @G~12G!21# l l . ~3.30!

This completes the proof of our conjecture at the end of S
II that as a matrix,rB,1 is related toG by Eq. ~2.20!.

E. The pseudoenergiesw l

With the closed-form formula~3.27! for rB at hand, we
are now ready to understand its structure and spectra
begin with, we find that the exponential form
1-6
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rB5det~12G!expF(
i j

@ ln G~12G!21# i j ci
†cj G

5det~12G!expF2(
i j

F i j ci
†cj G , ~3.31!

where we define the matrixF to be

F52 ln G~12G!2152 ln G1 ln~12G!, ~3.32!

implies that the weights and eigenvectors of t
(F.1)-particle sectors ofrB are determined completely b
those in the 0- and 1-particle sectors. Defining the se
pseudoenergies

w l52@ ln G~12G!21# l l , ~3.33!

for l 51, . . . ,B, which are the eigenvalues ofF, and w0
52 ln det(12G), we find that the weights of the 1-particl
block can be written as

wl5exp@2~w01w l !#, ~3.34!

andrB can be written in the form

rB5e2w0expF2(
l

w l f l
†f l G5e2w0exp@2H̃#. ~3.35!

Inspired by the resemblance of the form ofrB to the density
matrix of a quantum canonical ensemble, we callH̃ the
pseudo-Hamiltonian.

F. Particle-hole symmetry at half-filling

To complete our understanding of the structure and sp
trum of rB , we want to know how symmetries of the orig
nal problem are built intorB . In particular, we will consider
particle-hole symmetry on a bipartite lattice, on which w
define a ‘‘charge-conjugation’’ operatorC, with C 251.20 The
action ofC on the coordinate space fermion operators can
defined to be

CciC52~21! ici
† , Cci

†C52~21! ici , ~3.36!

where (21)i is defined to be11 (21) whenever the sitei
belongs to the even~odd! sublattice. In ad-dimensional hy-
percubic lattice, where the site index isi 5$ i 1 ,i 2 , . . . ,i d%,
the factor (21)i is rightfully given by (21)i

5(21)i 11 i 21•••1 i d.
There are two conditions, one on the dispersion relat

ek and the other on the chemical potentialm, implied by
particle-hole symmetry. To derive the first condition on t
dispersion relation, we note from Eq.~3.36! that in momen-
tum space, when the lattice is a Bravais lattice

Cc̃kC52 c̃2k2Q
† , Cc̃k

†C52 c̃2k1Q , ~3.37!

where the wave vectorQ is defined byeiQ•r i5(21)i .21 We
can then check, with Eqs.~2.9! and ~3.37!, that
07511
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CHC5(
k

ekc̃2k1Qc̃2k2Q
†

5(
k8

e2k82Qc̃k812Qc̃k8
† . ~3.38!

Now, from the definition ofQ, it is clear that

c̃k812Q5N21/2(
j

ei (k812Q)•r jcj

5N21/2(
j

eik8•r j@~21! j #2cj5 c̃k8 , ~3.39!

and thus~dropping the prime on the dummy wave vectork8
that is summed over!

CHC5(
k

e2k2Qc̃kc̃k
†5(

k
e2k2Q1(

k
2e2k2Qc̃k

†c̃k .

~3.40!

For time-reversal invariant systems,e2k5ek . Also, for our
choice of Hamiltonian,(ke2k2Q5(k8ek85Tr H50. Thus
Eq. ~3.40! simplifies to

CHC5(
k

2ek1Qc̃k
†c̃k . ~3.41!

Since it is clear from Eqs.~2.8! and~3.36! thatCHC5H, Eq.
~3.41! tells us that the dispersion relation associated with
particle-hole symmetric HamiltonianH must satisfy the con-
dition

ek1Q52ek . ~3.42!

Next, to understand how the second condition on
chemical potential comes about, let us note the trivial f
that sincerB is a reduced density matrix ofr0, for there to
be any sense in talking about the manifestation of partic
hole symmetry inrB , r0 must first be particle-hole symme
ric, i.e., Cr0C5r0. When r0 is the density matrix of the
ground state atT50, then it is particle-hole symmetric
whenever the ground stateuCF& is. For uCF& to be particle-
hole symmetric, it must have the transformation property

CuCF&5hCuCF&, ~3.43!

wherehC561 is a phase factor associated withC. We know
that this is satisfied only by the half-filled ground-state.
finite temperature, whenr0 is taken from the grand-
canonical ensemble and has the form given in Eq.~3.1!,
what, if any, extra conditions must be satisfied in order forr0
to be particle-hole symmetric?

Indeed, there appears to be cause for concern: unlikeH,
which is invariant under ‘‘charge-conjugation,’’ the fermio
number operatorF transforms underC as

CFC5(
i

Cci
†ciC5(

i
cici

†5N2F, ~3.44!

and so forr0 to be particle-hole symmetric, i.e.,
1-7
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Cr0C5Q 21expb@H2m~N2F !#5r0 , ~3.45!

we must havem50. For a dispersion relation satisfying E
~3.42!, m50 corresponds to precisely the situation of h
filling. At least for the grand-canonical ensemble, there
pears to be no other conditions necessary forr0 to be
particle-hole symmetric.

With these conditions in mind, we may now proceed
investigate how particle-hole symmetry shows up in
pseudoenergy spectrum~and hence the spectrum of the blo
density matrixrB). But first, we must understand how th
symmetry is manifested in the Green function matrixG, and
its restriction to the block,G. Knowing from our arguments
above thatm50, we see that the matrix elements ofG̃ in
momentum space simplifies to

G̃kk5
1

expbek11
. ~3.46!

Furthermore, using Eq.~3.42!, we can relateG̃k1Q,k1Q to G̃kk
by

G̃k1Q,k1Q5
1

expbek1Q11
5

1

exp~2bek!11
512G̃kk .

~3.47!

This gives rise to the condition

Gi j 5d i j 2~21!( i 2 j )Gi j ~3.48!

that must be satisfied by the matrix elements ofG in coordi-
nate space.

This same result can be derived more transparently for
special case ofT50: using the fact thatC 251, hC

251, as
well as Eqs.~3.36! and ~3.43!, we find that

Gi j 5^CFuci
†cj uCF&5^CFuC~Cci

†C!~CcjC!CuCF&

5~21! i 1 j^CFucicj
†uCF&

5~21! i 1 jd i j 2~21! i 1 j^CFucj
†ci uCF&

5d i j 2~21! i 1 jGi j , ~3.49!

where we have made use of the fact thatG is symmetric, i.e.,
Gj i 5Gi j .

Since Eq.~3.49! is a condition satisfied by the matri
elements ofG individually, it holds just as well to those
restricted to the block, i.e.,Gi j . In particular, we note tha
Eq. ~3.49! can actually be written as a matrix equatio
which when restricted to the block reads as

G512JGJ, ~3.50!

whereJ5diag(eiQ•r i)5diag(1,21,1,21, . . . ) in coordinate
space, andJ251.

To appreciate the implications of Eq.~3.50!, let us con-
sider an eigenvectorul l& of G correspond to the eigenvalu
l l , such that

Gul l&5l l ul l&. ~3.51!
07511
f
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By Eq. ~3.32!, this is also the eigenvector ofrB , with cor-
responding pseudoenergy

w l52 ln l l1 ln~12l l !. ~3.52!

Using Eq.~3.50!, we find that

GJul l&5~12JGJ!Jul l&5Jul l&2JGJ2ul l&

5Jul l&2JGul l&

5Jul l&2l lJul l&

5~12l l !Jul l&, ~3.53!

i.e., the stateul l 8&[Jul l& generated by particle-hole symme
try from ul l& is also an eigenvector ofG, with eigenvalue
l l 85(12l l). The pseudoenergyw l 8 associated withul l 8& is
then

w l 852 ln l l 81 ln~12l l 8!52w l . ~3.54!

It is interesting to note how the weightswB,1,l , being expo-
nentials of the pseudoenergiesw l , hide this particular aspec
of particle-hole symmetry.

IV. THE „FÌ1…-PARTICLE SECTORS

Up to this point, our discussions have been for arbitra
dimensions. To demonstrate how the (F.1)-particle sectors
can be constructed from the 0- and 1-particle sectors,
specialize to the one-dimensional case, wherein the Fe
sea is

uCF&5 )
uku50

uku5n̄(p/a)

c̃k
†u0&, ~4.1!

wherea is the lattice constant andn̄ is the filling fraction.
The 2-point functions can be computed explicitly as

Gī j5
sinpn̄u i 2 j u

pu i 2 j u
. ~4.2!

We now illustrate how to construct the weights and eige
vectors of the (F.1)-particle sectors ofrB starting from
w0 , w l , and f l , using the example ofB53 at half filling.

At half filling, n̄5 1
2 , the 2-point functionsGī j take on

particularly simple values

G1̄15G2̄25G3̄35
1

2
, G1̄25G2̄35

1

p
, G1̄350,

~4.3!

with which we find, using the machinery developed in S
II B, the 0-particle and 1-particle sectors ofr3 to be
1-8
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r3,05^000ur3u000&5
1

8
2

1

p2
,

r3,15F ^100ur3u100& ^100ur3u010& ^100ur3u001&

^010ur3u100& ^010ur3u010& ^010ur3u001&

^001ur3u100& ^001ur3u010& ^001ur3u001&
G

53
1

8

1

2p

1

p2

1

2p

1

8
1

1

p2

1

2p

1

p2

1

2p

1

8

4 . ~4.4!

Diagonalizing these, we find

w3,0,15S 1

A8
2

1

p D S 1

A8
1

1

p D , ~4.5a!

w3,1,15S 1

A8
1

1

p D 2

,

w3,1,25S 1

A8
2

1

p D S 1

A8
1

1

p D , ~4.5b!

w3,1,35S 1

A8
2

1

p D 2

,

and thus

w052 lnS 1

A8
2

1

p D S 1

A8
1

1

p D 513.743 17 . . . ,

~4.6a!

w152 ln

1

A8
1

1

p

1

A8
2

1

p

522.947 77 . . . ,

w252 ln 150, ~4.6b!

w352 ln

1

A8
2

1

p

1

A8
1

1

p

512.947 77 . . . .

Sincew152w3, we call these aparticle-hole conjugate pair
of pseudo-energies, and say thatw3 is the particle-hole con-
jugate ofw1. The eigenvectors of the 1-particle sector are
07511
f 1
†5

1

2
c1

†1
1

A2
c2

†1
1

2
c3

† , ~4.7a!

f 2
†5

1

A2
c1

†2
1

A2
c3

† , ~4.7b!

f 3
†5

1

2
c1

†2
1

A2
c2

†1
1

2
c3

† , ~4.7c!

corresponding tow1 , w2, andw3, respectively.
We can easily check that thef l

†’s obey the same anticom
mutator relation as theci

†’s, i.e., they obey Pauli’s exclusion
principle, and so the eigenvectors of the 2-particle secto
r3 are created by

f 1
†f 2

†52
1

2
c2

†c3
†2

1

A2
c1

†c3
†2

1

2
c1

†c2
† , ~4.8a!

f 1
†f 3

†5
1

A2
c2

†c3
†2

1

A2
c1

†c2
† , ~4.8b!

f 2
†f 3

†52
1

2
c2

†c3
†1

1

A2
c1

†c3
†2

1

2
c1

†c2
† , ~4.8c!

with associated pseudoenergiesw11w25w1 , w11w350
5w2, and w21w35w3, respectively. Here we see that b
cause of the particle-hole symmetry in the ground-state w
function, the pseudoenergies of the 2-particle sector are id
tical to those in the 1-particle sector, which implies that t
density-matrix weights of the 2-particle sector are identi
to those in the 1-particle sector.

For the 3-particle sector, we find that the eigenvector
created by the operatorf 1

†f 2
†f 3

†5c1
†c2

†c3
† , associated with

pseudoenergyw11w21w350, and hencew3,3,15e2w0

5w3,0,1. This method of generating all (F.1)-particle sec-
tors, starting from the 0- and 1-particle sectors, for larg
block sizes at various filling fractionsn̄ was verified numeri-
cally.

Another manifestation of particle-hole symmetry is
queer degeneracy between weights in theF- and
(F12)-particle sectors. This we understand as follows:
w l 1

1•••1w l F
is a weight in theF-particle sector, then in

general we can find weights (w l 1
1•••1w l F

)1w l F11

1w l F12
5(w l 1

1•••1w l F
) in the (F12)-particle sector,

wherew l F11
and w l F12

are particle-hole conjugates of eac
other.

In fact, from the construction outlined above, we al
know the pattern of degeneracy. For example, forB56 at
half filling, the pseudoenergies are of the form2wa ,
2wb , 2wc , wc , wb , andwa , corresponding to the eigen
states created byf 2a

† , f 2b
† , f 2c

† , f c
† , f b

† , and f a
† respec-

tively, wherewa.wb.wc . We then see in the 3-particle se
tor that f b

†f 2b
† f 2a

† u0& and f c
†f 2c

† f 2a
† u0& have the same
1-9
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pseudoenergy ofwb2wb2wa5wa5wc2wc1wa , and are
thus degenerate, whereasf c

†f 2b
† f 2a

† u0& is nondegenerate with
pseudoenergywc2wb2wa .

V. CONCLUSIONS

To summarize, in this paper we showed that element
the block density matrix (rB)b8b can be calculated as th
expectation^Kb

†Kb8& of a product of referencing operato
Kb and Kb8 , which are themselves formed out of fermio
operatorscj and cj

† local to the block. By inspecting the
matrix elements (rB,1) i j and Gī j of the 1-particle sector o
rB and the block Green function matrixG respectively, for
block sizes up toB55, we are led to a conjecture of th
closed-form relation~2.20! betweenrB,1 andG.

Adapting the technique that Chung and Peschel use
calculate the half-chain density matrix of a chain of spinle
Bogoliubov fermions, we find that we can not only prove th
conjecture, but also derive a closed-form relation~3.26! be-
tween the entire block density matrixrB and G, which can
also be written in~3.27! as the exponential of a pseud
HamiltonianH̃. The spectrum ofH̃ is generated by the in
dependent fermion operatorsf l

† , which also generate th
eigenvectors ofG, and hence can be determined by diag
nalizingG. It is amusing to numerically compute the pseud
Hamiltonian in real space. Forn̄Þ 1

2 , the generic form ofH̃
~a bilinear in$cj

†% and$ci%) admits hopping to all other site
on the block, as well as an on-site potential. The symmetr
half filling ensures that the on-site potential is zero and h
ping only connects to the other sublattice.

We identify three important implications of Eq.~3.27! in
formulating truncation schemes based onrB , for the purpose
of performing a RG analysis. First, we note that the spectr
of rB is completely determined by the block Green functi
matrix G. It suffices therefore to calculate the eigenvect
and eigenvalues in their 0- and 1-particle sectors. The eig
vectors and eigenvalues of the (F.1)-particle sectors ofrB ,
if needed, can be systematically generated from the ferm
operatorsf l

† and their pseudoenergiesw l , as illustrated in
Sec. IV. This fact is evident in Ref. 14, but its significan
was not emphasized. If one is studying the density matrix
a noninteracting toy model~as in this paper!, we have an
enormous saving in terms of computational time: instead
diagonalizing the entirerB , which is of rankO(eB), we can
diagonalize just the 1-particle sectorrB,1 , which is of rank
O(B). Possible objects of such a study could be~i! the dis-
tribution of eigenvalues;18 ~ii ! errors in the dispersion rela
tion due to truncation;18 and~iii ! comparing the product basi
of two blocks of lengthB with the basis of one block o
length 2B, to weigh the effects of the correlations, respe
tively, neglected or included.

Second, it is highly desirable in RG calculations to ens
that the truncation scheme preserves the symmetries o
target state. Using the specific example of particle-hole s
metry, we saw in Sec. IV thatrB,F andrB,B2F have the same
set of weights, and the eigenvectors ofrB,F are related, up to
a phase, to the eigenvectors ofrB,B2F acted upon byC.
Naively, we might expect that to preserve particle-hole sy
07511
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metry, all we have to do is to keepCuwB,F,k& in rB,B2F if
uwB,F,k& in rB,F is kept. However, there is more to particle
hole symmetry. Under the action ofC, the half-filled ground
state uCF& goes ~up to a phase! back to itself. Within the
block, this global symmetry transformation brings the mix
state of the block back to the same mixed state. Because
mixed state of the block does not have a definite part
number, particle-hole symmetry is not merely a relation b
tweenrB,F andrB,B2F . Rather, particle-hole symmetry im
poses strict conditions on the spectra ofrB,F andrB,F8 , for
F,F850, . . . ,B. In fact, in Sec. III F, we elaborated on th
condition that particle-hole symmetry imposes on t
1-particle sector. This condition is most intuitive when wr
ten in terms of the eigenvaluesl l of G or the pseudoenergie
w l , but not immediately apparent if we just stare at t
1-particle density matrix weightswB,1,l . It is therefore dan-
gerous to base symmetry-preserving truncation scheme
rB and its eigenvalues alone.

This brings us to the last of the implications that we wi
to highlight. While a toy noninteracting model is studied
this paper, our ultimate goal is to address interacting syste
particularly Fermi liquids. Since these~in their low-energy
limit ! have the same eigenstate structure as a nonintera
Fermi sea~after a unitary transformation!, their density ma-
trices also should have the same structure as a nonintera
system. The explicit form of the many-body density matr
as exhibited in Sec. III of this paper, hints at the prop
design of truncation schemes. Rather than independe
truncating in eachF-particle sector, we should define th
truncated states using a set of ‘‘creation operators’’ wh
satisfy the usual anticommutation relations, and quite lik
these are closely related to the approximate quasiparticle
ation operators, which should be constructed as a produc
the renormalization scheme. We will have more discussi
on the implications of such a truncation scheme based
picking out a set of appropriate creation operators for
numerical study of interacting systems, the role of dime
sionality, and comparisons with the conventional density m
trix renormalization group, in a second paper.18

Based on our observations on the pattern of degenera
within and between theF-particle sectors ofrB in Sec. IV,
we realize that if the truncation is carried out naively, there
a very real danger of ending up with an inconsistent sche
of truncation. This problem occurs quite generally, at vario
filling fractions and block sizes, but can be most clearly
lustrated using our example ofB56 at half filling. For ex-
ample, let us say that as the result of a naive truncation,
statesf 2a

† u0&, f 2b
† u0&, f 2c

† u0&, and f c
†u0& in the 1-particle

sector are kept. Examining the 2-particle sector, we find
statesf 2a

† f a
†u0& and f 2c

† f c
†u0&, which are degenerate in the

pseudoenergies. We can build up the latter, but not
former, using the 1-particle operators kept, and so we sho
keep the latter but not the former. If we truncate t
2-particle sector naively, then based on the density-ma
weights alone we would be probably end up keeping
throwing out both of these 2-particle states.

In fact, the situation for naive truncation is worse, sin
the statef 2a

† f b
†u0& has lower pseudoenergy thanf 2c

† f c
†u0&
1-10
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and will be kept instead. We see therefore that naive trun
tion is likely to lead to inconsistencies: some many-parti
states built up from the 1-particle states kept get thrown o
while other many-particle states that cannot be built up fr
the set of 1-particle states kept end up being retained. He
we find that as far as particle-conserving models are c
cerned, for any truncation scheme to be consistent, the t
cation must be carried out on the 1-particle sector ofrB
alone.

Finally, let us remark that everything done in this pap
can be trivially extended to the case of spinfull fermions,
long as they are noninteracting. Every object in our calcu
tions, in particular the Fermi sea wave function and the blo
density matrix, will merely in the spinfull case be replac
by the direct product of two such objects with spin-up a
spin-down flavors.
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APPENDIX A: AUTOMATING THE NUMERICAL
COMPUTATION OF rB

As we saw in Sec. II, each of the 2B basis configurations
of the block corresponds to an operatorKb , so that (rB)b8b

5^Kb
†Kb8&. Therefore, to obtain all matrix elements ofrB it

sufficed to automate the calculation of expectations of
arbitrary string of creation/annihilation operators~each op-
erator acting on one site!.

First, this formal string of operators must be simplifie
Through a systematic set of anticommutations, it is brou
to a canonical form, such that~a! it is normal ordered, with
one substring of all creation operators followed by one s
string of all annihilation operators; and~b! within each sub-
string the operators are ordered by the site. Of course, e
site can appear at most once in each substring~otherwise it
reduces to zero!. A complication of this step is that the resu
is generally a sum of many terms in the canonical for
since every rearrangement of the formc1c1

†→12c1
†c1 pro-

duces two terms from one.
Next, we note that within this sum, only terms containi

a balanced number, sayn, each of creation and annihilatio
operators will contribute to the expectation. By the Wi
theorem, such 2n-point functionsGī 1 , . . . ,ī n j 1 , . . . ,j n

reduces

to the determinant of ann3n matrix, as shown in Eq.~2.14!.
For models in which fermion numberF is conserved, we

can further separaterB into the variousF-particle sectors
rB,F before diagonalization. This is particularly important
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half filling, for there exist generic degeneracies betwe
states in different sectors~see Sec. IV!, and there is a dange
that a naive diagonalization of the whole matrixrB will pro-
duce eigenstates with mixed particle number.

The limiting consideration for the whole calculation is th
diagonalization time, which is determined by the conditi
number ofrB , rather than array storage. In general, the co
dition number, which is the ratio of the largest weight to t
smallest west, grows exponentially with system size.18

APPENDIX B: BLOCK INVERSION FORMULA

Consider a squareN3N symmetric matrixM written in
matrix block form as

M5F A B

BT CG , ~B1!

where A is a squareN13N1 symmetric matrix,B is a N1
3N2 nonsquare matrix, andC is a squareN23N2 symmetric
matrix. HereN11N25N.

If we write the inverse matrixM 21 also in the matrix
block form

M 215F D E

ET FG , ~B2!

whereD is a squareN13N1 symmetric matrix,E is an N1
3N2 nonsquare matrix, andF is a squareN23N2 symmetric
matrix, how areD, E, andF related to the matrix blocksA,
B, andC in M?

Using the fact thatMM 2151, and thus

F A B

BT CGF D E

ET FG5F 1N13N1
0N13N2

0N23N1
1N23N2

G ~B3!

~where the subscripts, which will henceforth be dropped
notational clarity, following the1’s and0’s indicate the shape
and size of the matrices! we find the following relations be-
tween the matrix blocks ofM andM 21:

AD1BET51, ~B4a!

AE1BF50, ~B4b!

BTD1CET50, ~B4c!

BTE1CF51. ~B4d!

Solving forD, E, andF in terms ofA, B andC, we find that

D5@A2BC21BT#21, ~B5a!

E52A21B~C2BTA21B!21, ~B5b!

F5@C2BTA21B#21. ~B5c!
1-11
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19Reference 14 avoids the singularities by assuming a Hamilton
with nonzero anomalous terms containing double creation
double annihilation operators. Alternatively, realizing that w

have definite occupation numbers, i.e.,^c̃k
†c̃k&50,1 atT50, the

density matrixr0 must be written as a product of projectio

operators, i.e.,r05) uku,kF
c̃k

†c̃k) uk8u.kF
c̃k8c̃k8

† . This is possible

only if G̃kk51` for uku,kF andG̃kk52` for uku.kF . For the

purpose of algebraic manipulations, this choice ofG̃kk must be

regularized, i.e., takeG̃kk5L sgn(kF2uku), and takeL→` at
the end of the calculations. With this choice of regularization,eG

can then be written in terms of the zero-temperature Green fu
tion matrix G, whose matrix elements in momentum space
Gkk5u(kF2uku) @whereu(x)50 for x,0 andu(x)51 when
x.0 is the step function# as eG5e2L 11(eL2e2L) G. It is
then easy to show that (11eG)215(11e2L)2111@(11eL)21

2(11e2L)21#G, which becomes (12G) in the limit of L
→`.

20One possible form for the charge-conjugation operator isC
5) j@ i j 11cj

†1(2 i ) j 11cj #, where the product runs over all lat
tice sites.

21If the bipartite lattice is not a Bravais lattice, then wherever t
wave vectork appears as an index, it must be replaced by
combination ofk and a band index. All of the results—in pa
ticular those of Sec. III F—still go through in this generalize
case, provided that all lattice sites are symmetry equivalent.
1-12


